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Global goals
WHAT ARE THE GOALS
The United Nation’s Global
Goals , or Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
are 17 Goals that, if we
achieve them will end world
poverty by 2030. The Global
Goals also aim to tackle
inequality, and reverse
climate change. The Girls
into Global STEM project is
focussed on 5 of the 17
goals spread across the four
partner countries. These are
outlined below. However
SDG 5 - Gender Equality permeates our project since
girls are under-represented
in STEM subjects worldwide
and therefore in STEM
careers.
Tap on the squares to see more
detail about each of the goals
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OUR 5 STUDIES
GIGS’ is an Erasmus + Strategic
Partnership project with nine
partners from Cyprus, Poland,
Sweden and the UK. During
Year 1 (2016-17) the project
developed an innovative
methodology which aims to
demonstrate how girls can be
motivated to choose STEM
subjects at school and possibly
STEM Higher Education
courses and/or careers when
they leave school. Global
STEM Challenges developed
by project partner Practical
Action are at the heart of this
methodology. The challenges
enable school students to work
on technological solutions to
real world issues, a format
which has been shown to
interest and motivate girls. This
eBook aims to summarise the
experiences of all four schools
then focus on challenge(s)
from one school.

Tap on the highlighted squares for further information
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Section 1

About the Global STEM Challenges
Each of the Global STEM
Challenges is focussed on a
particular Sustainable
Development Goal but they
have all been tested in the
same way:
A group of older students
(15-16 years old and called
Challenge Creators in the
UK) develops a set of
activities from their chosen
challenge. These students
then run the activities with
younger pupils (12-14 years
old and called Challenge
Champions in the UK).
Baseline and exit surveys are
applied to each group and a
control group to record
attitudinal changes. The
older students collect ‘assets’
which tell the story of the
challenge in this eBook.

The Grammar School,
Nicosia

The de Ferrers Academy

Sandgärdskolan

CYPRUS

UK

SWEDEN

Zero Hunger

Clean water & Sanitation

The project assigned to us
was Zero Hunger and what
we always kept in mind was
how we could make seeds
grow faster, using recycled
materials. We also focused
on the fact that it should be
possible to carry out the
tasks in developing
countries for example in
Africa.

This challenge was all about
finding cheap and easy
ways to ensure that
everyone in a population
has a regular supply of clean
drinking water. Many
solutions are expensive or
use hard to obtain
equipment.

Renewable and affordable
energy

After some initial research,
we focused on the idea of
creating our own banana
skin water filters, since they
made use of only naturally
occuring materials and were
very cheap.

In the end, we decided to
work using fast growing
plants and recycled
newspaper pots. The
challenge creators analyzed
the above topics and
helped, as well as taught the
challenge masters how to
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Initially it was decided by
the teachers that the task
should be based around
constructing small-scale
models to extract renewable
energy that could be
affordable in developing
countries. It was also
decided that the energy
sources should be ones that
are relevant in our local
community in southern
Sweden.
We decided on wind and
solar power. The older
pupils (challenge creators)
built wind turbines and solar

Global goals

The de Ferrers Academy

Zespół Szkół w Siennicy

All schools

UK

POLAND

CYPRUS, POLAND, SWEDEN, UK

Sustainable Communities

Adaptation to Climate
Change

Gender Equality

This challenge was about
the ways in which water
could be safely transported
across a community,
especially with regard to the
safety of women.
We looked at 2 different
possibilities - using a
gravity-assisted zipwire to
send water across a canyon
and also using flying drones,
controlled with an iPad and
lines of code. We thought
that the drone challenge
would be excellent as it
introduced the idea of
coding.

The following chapters of
this eBook are individual to
one of the partner schools.

Our group chose a
challenge which allowed us
to understand the causes of
the greenhouse effect and
to carry out experiments
connected with adaptation
to climate change. We set
out some simple solutions
that may helpful for people
who have no access to clean
potable water and electric
energy, which are necessary
to prepare a hot meal. We
built and tried out different
types of water filters and a
water distiller. We also
constructed a solar cooker,
thanks to which people in

The idea of gender equality
was woven into all of the
other challenges, as the
focus of the project was on
encouraging girls to enter
STEM careers..
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Movie 1.1 Why Girls into Global STEM matters

Support from actor Robert Llewelyn of Red Dwarf
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Clean Water Project
WHY WE CHOSE THIS
PROJECT
Water is a fundamental part
of any thriving society, yet it
mostly goes unnoticed.
Water fountains, water for
crops, swimming pools,
lakes, dams, showers, taps,
and so much more goes
unnoticed or taken for
granted. Yet billions don’t
have access to water even as
dirty as the water in or
fountains or rivers. They
survive (and I use this term
liberally as many don’t, many
die.) that wouldn’t even pass
the most basic safety test.

with. 42% of healthcare
facilities in Africa do not
have access to safe water.
663 million people- one in
ten- do not have clean
water.

Gallery 2.1 Gallery style

If everyone had clean water
the number of diarrhea
deaths only would
be cut by 34%.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Many people forget that you
not only need clean water to
brink, but to cook and clean
with, to water their crops
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OUR CHALLENGE
We did some research into water filters and found out that dried banana skins make an excellent. natural water filter. Even better, the
banana skins could be used from recycled waste, keeping costs to a minimum. We thought this would be ideal for less develped
countries.
To prepare for the challenge, we:
• Peeled several bananas
• Dried them slowly for 2 days in a warm science oven
• Diced them into very small pieces
• Compacted them into a filter funnel
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OUR EXPERIMENTS
We had a middle ability year 8 class (8P3, a group of 12-13
year olds) who we presented and conducted our experiment
with over a period of 3 lessons (an hour each). We gave 8P3 a
worksheet with a method, questions to get them thinking, and
a related word search for the end of the lesson. We found that
the year 8 students responded brilliantly to the challenge,
filtering clearer and clearer water each time.
They commented that they found it easy and were asking lots
of questions, it was clear that they found it engaging. One girl
even revealed at the end of lesson that she wanted to be a
chemical engineer.
Our sessions with the year 8 group consisted of three lessons
in which we explained and demonstrated what our experiment
was about and how it would benefit people in other countries
to three different groups of around (insert number here
because I completely forgot) people. For our own experiment,
we first showed the students a short video explaining the
importance of the experiment and how Girls Into Global STEM
has helped us formulate a plan to try and combat global issues
such as the worldwide spread of dirty and unsanitary water.
After this, we started to demonstrate to the students how to
complete the experiment, and after they had attempted it
themselves, we gave them a worksheet to complete.
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Why are we doing STEM?

Gallery 2.2 Banana skin filters

Jenny: I’ve always been interested in science, particularly science with
more real life application that affects me and my generation directly, in
particular the EU goals, for a more sustainable and fair future. Working
with other countries also held a lot of appeal for me, as we were
involved in a French exchange, and working with people I never would
have met otherwise, I feel, is an amazing thing. It was also a really
interesting project, that I feel has the potential to affect so many lives
for the better.
Priyal: In my opinion, science is so important, and that’s why I wanted
to do STEM, so that I could help achieve global goals , such as clean
water and sanitation, and with the help of science, so many peoples
lives could be improved.
First attempt at filtering the water to make it clean, using dried
banana skin chips and muslin

Dan: Science has become something that everyone relies on, such as
receiving medication that will benefit them. So I feel that by doing
STEM, I will be able to produce something that could really benefit
others and hopefully by being able to achieve global goals.
Jesse: I wanted to do STEM because it seemed like a very interesting
opportunity. I enjoyed science and problem solving, and STEM seemed
to encompass all that. The group work was fun, as we rarely do group
work in regular science and maths lessons, and teaching the year eight
students helped the understanding of what we had learnt. Making a
water filter out of banana peels and cloth didn’t always work, but it was
fun to do it with friends.
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Interactive 2.1 The Progression of The
Filtered Water
Second Filtration
Third Filtration
First Filtration

Starting Water
Final Filtration
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Sustainable Communities: Zipwire
1.

What was our goal ?
Movie 3.1 Introduction

Our goal was to find an easier and simpler way to transport large
amounts of water over a valley or canyon, which is safer for the people
who live in LEDCs (less economically developed countries). At the
moment girls and women find it extremely hard to transport water
from a well to their homes as it is such a large distance to cover, and
during the journey, which these poor innocent girls take daily, there is
a colossal risk of getting raped and sexually assaulted as they are out in
the open. This is a horrible problem which has been occurring for years
and years and we think it's time to stop it. Ages 12-34 are the highest
risk years for rape and sexual assault.
Those age 65 and older are 92% less likely than 12-24 year olds to be a
victim of rape or sexual assault, and 83% less likely than 25-49 year
olds.
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SECTION

1

What did we do exactly ?

METHOD

1. Fill up the 500ml bottle with 100ml of water
using a measuring cylinder. and then screw on
the lid which is connected to the wire

Our method was extremely simple and easy to set up and undergo. first
we set up the apparatus by attaching the clamp stands to the desk
using clamps and attached the wire to the clamp stands using a boss
and a wire clamp.

2. Rest the bottle up against the top of the wire
and quickly let it go, whilst starting the timer
at exactly the same point to make it as accurate
as possible.

Also we put the the bottle top with the cork and screw on the wire. then
do the same with the other clamp stand, but one side of the wire must
be high upon the clamp stand.

3. When the bottle reaches the end/bottom of the
wire stop the timer immediately, and record
your time (alike the ones which our year 8
students recorded on the next page)

At the other side the wire must be at the bottom of the clamp stand, so
gravity can pull the water bottle down the wire. once the apparatus are
set up the experiment can begin.

4. Fill the bottle up with another 100ml so in total
there is 200ml in the bottle and repeat steps
2,3
5. And carry on doing this until you reach the
bottles optimum capacity which is 500ml
6. After you have completed this experiment
once, you should repeat in two more times to
make it a fair test
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Examples of students’ work

Click on the text boxes to find out more information.

correlation

outliers

This is an example of a student’s graph.
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What did we find out ?
We found out that this is a very possible way to transport
large amounts of water over a valley or canyon as it is so
simple to manufacture and use. This project works due to
Gravity as the gravitational strength pulls the water bottle
down the copper wire causing it to build up kinetic energy
decreasing the amount of time taken.
This is because one clamp is higher up then the other and we
must figure out a sustainable and easy to use way of adjusting
the height of the clamps.

What went wrong in the
experiment ?
During the experiment we found out that when there was a
little amount of water in the bottle it struggled to pick up
enough kinetic energy and sometimes stopped in the middle
of the wire; so the wire must be more steep.
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Other ideas we had
On Thursday 9th of March we began the development stage of
our project. Initial ideas included a solar powered buggy and the
zip wire, but we immediately ruled out the idea of a solar
powered buggy as someone would have to control it .For the zip
wire experiment We used two different types of string but
determined that it created too much friction. We have thought
about a guitar string that creates minimal friction but length
would be an issue as we planned for an approximate length of 2
metres. Then We tried plastic insulation and copper wire. But the
insulation snapped extremely easily and was ruled out. on the
other hand Copper wire worked extremely well and had little
friction.
Ultimately maybe a cheaper material that mimics coppers
properties would be seen as a better solution for a more
industrial scaled method.
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Our thoughts...
The year 8 students seemed enthralled by our project. They were
interested in the experiment and were excited about getting
involved in such an important event. All three of the groups worked
well as a team and worked together to complete the results. Having
examples of practice experiments by our team allowed for them to
see behind the scenes of the lesson. We told them of the
development stage and creation period and they responded well
because of the work we had put in to make the lesson interesting
and enjoyable.’ -William Robinson-

Every single one of the year 8 students participated and clearly
understood the reason behind this experiment, and that was what
the main aim in which we strived towards during this project as we
must make children aware of the dangers in the world from a young
age and for me the understanding of how dangerous the world is
and that a lot of people are in extremely difficult situations such as
people in developing countries like Africa.
They find it so hard to find the simple necessity to live, such as
water and we can't just sit around and watch them we need to do
something about it. But all in all I believe the year 8 students not
only thoroughly enjoyed it, they also had the opportunity to develop
team skills which is also essential in later life’ -Tom Whittle
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Sustainable Communities: Drones
SECTION

1

What did we do exactly ?
Our aim was to find a sustainable way for less economically developed
countries to clean, purify and transport water. Our project used drones as
a way of transporting water long distances in lower income countries to
make it safe for those who would usually carry water everyday. We
wanted to ensure that everyone gets an education and that everyone has
the same chances and opportunities all around the world.
We also wanted to ensure that women get the equal treatment that they
deserve, women and young girls should be allowed to go to school and
get the education they deserve.
Our challenge focused on transporting water in an efficient way that
would not harm the environment and would also allow women and
children to get the same treatment as men and boys in the countries
these drones are needed.
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SECTION

Gallery 4.1 Drone worksheets

2

The Challenges
The students were given a choice of 3 challenges to try, involving:
• Obstacle Challenge (avoid obstacles)
• Flip Challenge (flip the drone several times)
• Weight Challenge (see how much weight it carries)
For each challenge, the group used the Tynker app, an iPad and a Flying
Parrot Drone. They had to compile the correct block code to make the
drone carry out the correct instructions to achieve the challenge.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed do tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua.
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